Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of COVID-19 Vaccination in Low- and Middle-Income Countries
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Background: WHO reported that 5.5 million people died in the world because of COVID-19. One of the efforts to mitigate the pandemic is administrating the vaccines globally.

Objective: The objective of this study was to review cost-effectiveness analysis of COVID-19 vaccination in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs).

Methods: We searched PubMed and EBSCO for the eligible studies with inclusion criteria using cost-effectiveness analysis, free full text, low-middle-income countries, and the publication date since the last year. Four reviewers conducted the review independently.

Results: The review identified four articles meeting the eligibility criteria. The settings were LMICs. Different perspectives and economic modelling used by the countries confirmed a similar result. They all explained that vaccination could prevent the infection spread and mortality caused by COVID-19 and showed high cost-effectiveness values.

Conclusion: Administering COVID-19 vaccines was cost-effective and even cost-saving. The studies found that vaccination was more cost-effective in reducing the spread of the COVID-19 virus and the mortality it caused than no vaccination.
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Introduction

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), the current global pandemic, is an acute respiratory syndrome caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus.1,2 The virus first appeared in a cluster of patients in Wuhan, China, near the end of 2019, showing pneumonia-like symptoms.1 WHO has stated that weekly case incidence and deaths have increased by 6% compared to the last week.3 The cases have reached over 256 million confirmed cases and 5.5 million reported deaths in November 2021.3,4

Although the mortality is relatively minor to the incidence, the disease has put public health systems and the global economy under pressure.3–6 Workforce and productivity are declining due to mitigation measures such as increasing social distance, home office, quarantine, lockdown, school closure, and outdoor restrictions.3–6 The virus’ rapid and intensive transmission has become the primary cause.5,7 Nowadays, there is no established effective drug against coronavirus infection other than a reused drug without clear evidence of its efficacy and safety.7,8 Because of no effective antiviral treatment,7,8 preventive and control strategies have become of concern.6 These include isolation and quarantine, cleaning and disinfection, personal protective equipment, and physical distancing.8 Controlling the spread of infection and achieving a normalized post-pandemic situation can only be achieved if immunity is increased naturally or by a vaccine.8 Then, the most important movement is a safe and effective vaccination since it could lead to better and faster herd immunity achievement.4,6,9,10

While some COVID-19 vaccines seem safe and effective, only high-income countries have the resources to provide the appropriate amount.11 Many high-income and upper middle-income countries have signed bilateral agreements with manufacturers and have pre-ordered enough vaccines to cover their population several times.11 In contrast, the majority
of low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) do not have access to sufficient quantities of vaccines due to cost, limited available capacity, and logistical problems in production, distribution, and storage. In addition, pharmaceutical industries in LMICs play a crucial role in addressing the unmet medical needs of rising middle-class population.

Although WHO has published guidelines for prioritizing vaccines, most predictions about the effects of vaccines focus on high-income countries, with few including economic considerations. Thus, cost-effectiveness studies in LMICs have a critical role. The objective of this study was to review all published studies on cost-effectiveness analysis of COVID-19 vaccines in LMICs that can be a recommendation for the implementation of COVID-19 vaccination in LMICs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first review to give an insightful cost-effectiveness analysis of COVID-19 vaccines in LMICs’ settings. Hopefully, this study can fill the gap and be a basis for vaccine development considerations.

Methods
Search Method and Strategies
We searched in PubMed and EBSCO until April 30th, 2022. The search strategies developed by all the research teams are described in Table 1. Appropriate MeSH headings of these terms were used, and boolean operators were applied when

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Search Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| PubMed   | • Concept 1 = COVID-19  
  • Concept 2 = Vaccines  
  • Concept 3 = Cost-effectiveness  
  • Final search terms:  
| EBSCO    | • Concept 1 = COVID-19  
  • Concept 2 = Vaccines  
  TI (vaccine* OR vaccination*) OR AB (vaccine* OR vaccination*) OR AB (immunization*) OR TX (vaccine* OR vaccination*) OR TX (immunization*)  
  • Concept 3 = Cost-effectiveness  
  TI (“cost effectiveness” OR “cost-effectiveness” OR “cost effectivity” OR “cost-effectivity”) OR AB (“cost effectiveness” OR “cost-effectiveness” OR “cost effectivity” OR “cost-effectivity”) OR TX (“cost effectiveness” OR “cost-effectiveness” OR “cost effectivity” OR “cost-effectivity”)  
  • Final search terms:  
  (TI (“Covid-19” OR “SARS-CoV-2” OR “SARS Coronavirus 2” OR “COVID” OR “Coronavirus Disease-19” OR “2019-nCoV” OR “2019 Novel Coronavirus”) OR AB (“Covid-19” OR “SARS-CoV-2” OR “SARS Coronavirus 2” OR “COVID” OR “Coronavirus Disease-19” OR “2019-nCoV” OR “2019 Novel Coronavirus”)) AND (TI (vaccine* OR vaccination*) OR AB (vaccine* OR vaccination*) OR AB (immunization*) OR TX (vaccine* OR vaccination*) OR TX (immunization*))
necessary to cater to the different use of terms in the literature. Search results were not limited to English. The year of publication was determined from 2021 as COVID-19 vaccines have been recognized since this timeframe. In particular, we used the major selection criteria of study design should be complete economic evaluation, which were classified in one of the formal health-economic categories of cost minimization analysis (CMA), cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA), cost utility analysis (CUA) or cost benefit analysis (CBA), and conducted in LMICs’ settings. Retrieved abstracts were independently screened by the research team (in particular, AMU, FR, QAK and FA). We excluded non-relevant studies, systematic review studies, studies available in abstract only and studies which are not English.

**Search Results**

All search results were downloaded into the reference manager for screening purposes. The full articles were screened by four reviewers according to the eligibility criteria. All study designs were included (cross-sectional studies, baseline data from experiments [ie, randomized or non-randomized trials], retrospective studies, prospective cohort studies, and case-control studies). All published studies in English had the cost and effectiveness of COVID-19 vaccines from any of the LMICs from March 1st, 2021 to April 30th, 2022. The studies stated the mean age of participants to be ≥18 years. Figure 1 presents the article’s selection process.
Data Processing
We extracted information from the articles regarding author(s) name, year of publication, country of study, type of COVID-19 vaccine, cost economic modelling, and result. The data extracted were then presented in tables. The articles reviewed by applying the question to the data: “how is the cost-effectiveness of Covid-19 vaccines in LMICs?” A descriptive-analytical approach was used in this review process. We used narrative summaries to present the findings. The analysis was conducted and discussed by all members of the review team. The results were compared, and the differences were resolved through discussions. Table 2 presents the most relevant aspects of these studies.

Result
Selected Studies
The search identified 55 and 22 original research articles in PubMed and EBSCO, respectively; as many as 16 of them were duplicates. We selected nine studies by applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Most of the articles were non-vaccine and non-LMICs studies. Finally, we identified four studies eligible for the final review after excluding five non-

Table 2 Study Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Data Collection and Analytical Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Reddy et al       | Clinical outcomes and cost-effectiveness of COVID-19 vaccination in South Africa | 2021 | South Africa | Estimate the clinical and economic outcomes of COVID-19 vaccination programs in South Africa. | • This modelling study involved the use of published or publicly available data. No primary data were collected for this study.  
• The incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) in health care costs (2020 USD) divided by the difference in years of life saved (YLS). |
| Pearson et al     | COVID-19 vaccination in Sindh Province, Pakistan: A modelling study of health impact and cost-effectiveness | 2021 | Pakistan   | To project the health and the economic impact of different vaccination scenarios in Sindh Province, Pakistan. | • Projection of cases, deaths, and hospitalization outcomes over 10 years under different vaccine scenarios.  
• Economic model presented as incremental costs (from healthcare and partial societal perspectives), disability-adjusted life years (DALYs), and incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) for each scenario. |
| Hagens et al      | COVID-19 vaccination scenarios: A cost-effectiveness analysis for Turkey | 2021 | Turkey     | To estimate the cost-effectiveness of strategies for COVID-19 vaccinations for Turkey by using mathematical modelling in various potential scenarios. | • ICER was presented in cost per QALY gained.  
• Effectivc for vaccination of COVID-19 was compared with no COVID-19 vaccination.  
• WTP threshold was set at one GDP. |
| Suphanchaiset et al | Prioritization of the target population for COVID-19 vaccination program in Thailand | 2021 | Thailand   | To determine which policy is the most cost-effective in selecting the target population for COVID-19 vaccine administration. | • Using ICER/one case averted, using ICER/one life saved, ICER/one baht GDP  
• Using secondary data from DDC, NHSO, NSO. |
cost-effectiveness studies. Figure 1 shows the detailed studies selection. The settings of the selected studies were South Africa, Pakistan, Turkey, and Thailand. All of them were novel studies in the cost-effectiveness analysis of COVID-19 vaccination conducted in 2021.

**Study Design and Data Collection**

All selected studies provided information on the economic analysis, specifically cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) in LMICs. The CEA studies calculated the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) by comparing a vaccination scenario to a no-vaccination scenario, allowing the cost and outcome differences for vaccination to be estimated.

A cost-effectiveness study of a COVID-19 vaccine was conducted by Reddy et al comparing two scenarios (with vaccination and without vaccination) by using a microsimulation model to estimate cost-effectiveness values, assessing evaluation of cost and clinical outcome in each scenario, and considering cost per year of life saved (YLS) in South Africa.\(^{13}\) Pearson et al estimated cost-effectiveness by comparing vaccinated and unvaccinated in a specific population group older (+65 years), considering cost per disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) in Sindh Province, Pakistan.\(^{14}\) A study by Hagens et al evaluated the cost-effectiveness of strategies for COVID-19 vaccinations for Turkey by using mathematical modelling in various potential scenarios, and compared the vaccination group with the no vaccination group by calculating cost per quality-adjusted life year (QALY) gained.\(^{15}\) Suphanchaimat et al conducted a study that determined which policy was the most cost-effective in selecting the target population (migrants and Thais) for the administration of COVID-19 vaccines by using ICER/one case averted, using ICER/one life saved, and ICER/one baht GDP.\(^{16}\) More information about the study design and data collection of the selected studies is presented in Table 3.

**Perspective, Time Horizon, and Modeling**

CEA should state its analytic perspective and cost elements to provide thorough considerations the decision-maker could make.\(^{17–19}\) Decision context becomes very important because each perspective has limitations.\(^{18,19}\) Understanding the perspective used prompts decision-makers to fill the gap between them.\(^{18,19}\) One of the CEA studies applied the policymaker perspective,\(^{13}\) while another employed both healthcare and partial societal,\(^{14}\) and the rest utilized the provider perspective.\(^{15,16}\)

Besides the study perspective, the time horizon determines the CEA value assessment.\(^{20}\) Because vaccination is a long-term intervention, the cost-to-benefit ratio has to consider more than 1-year time horizon.\(^{20}\) Only one selected study followed this consideration. It applied a 10-year time horizon.\(^{14}\) Two selected studies used a 1-year time,\(^{13,15}\) whereas the rest reported a shorter time.\(^{16}\) Discounting rate must be applied to adjust the health effect and cost if the time horizon is more than 1-year.\(^{20}\) The 10-year study followed WHO guidelines in determining the discount rate.\(^{14}\) Future expenses and annual capital investments were discounted at 3%, while health outcomes were at 3% (base case) or 0% (scenario range).\(^{14}\)

There is a difference between the two 1-year studies. The study by Reddy et al stated no discounting in this time horizon,\(^{13}\) though Hagens et al set a 3% discount rate for both costs and health outcomes.\(^{15}\) The last selected study did not report the discount rate because the time for analysis was short.\(^{16}\)

All of the selected studies had different economic modelling choices. Reddy et al took a Clinical and Economic Analysis of COVID-19 Interventions (CEACOV).\(^{13}\) It is a dynamic microsimulation model used to evaluate clinical outcomes and cost-effectiveness.\(^{21}\) The study compared the program between vaccination and no vaccination from the policymaker perspective in South Africa.\(^{13}\) Another model was used in Pakistan by Pearson et al,\(^{14}\) which developed Bayesian inference via the Markov Chain Monte Carlo model from the healthcare and partial societal perspective.\(^{14}\) The model fitted the introduction date, the primary reproduction number, a time-varying ascertainment rate, and the standard deviation of reported data points around the model.\(^{14}\) Hagens et al compared vaccination with no vaccination program in Turkey using a dynamic transmission model.\(^{15}\) They assumed homogeneity among various aspects over all age groups and vaccinated and non-vaccinated persons.\(^{15}\) In Thailand, Suphanchaimat et al used a compartmental susceptible-exposed-infected-recovered (SEIR) combined with a system dynamics (SD) model as a base.\(^{16}\) The model divided people into SEIR categories.\(^{16}\) The differences between this model and the traditional one are the subgroups of the infectious category (before and after isolation) and the separation of the population (Thais, registered migrants, and unregistered or
Table 3 Methodological Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Perspective</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Time Horizon</th>
<th>Economic Model</th>
<th>Parameter of Sensitivity Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reddy et al&lt;sup&gt;13&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Policymaker perspective</td>
<td>Comparing vaccination with no vaccination program</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>Dynamic microsimulation COVID-19 model - CEACOV</td>
<td>Vaccine acceptance; vaccine effectiveness in preventing infection, mild/moderate disease, and severe/critical disease requiring hospitalization; cost; initial prevalence of COVID-19 disease; initial reproduction number; prior immunity; reduction in transmission rate among vaccinated but infected individuals; and hospital and ICU daily costs. ICERs were also examined when the relatively high costs of ICU care were excluded and when all hospital care costs were excluded. Multi-way sensitivity analyses were performed in which parameters influential in one-way sensitivity analyses were simultaneously varied.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson et al&lt;sup&gt;14&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Healthcare and partial societal perspective</td>
<td>Comparing vaccination with no vaccination</td>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>Bayesian inference via Markov Chain Monte Carlo</td>
<td>Comorbidities, discounting of DALYs, campaign duration, and duration of natural immunity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hagens et al&lt;sup&gt;15&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Healthcare perspective and social perspective</td>
<td>Comparing vaccination with no vaccination (mask-wearing and social distancing were assumed to be uniform)</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>Dynamic transmission model</td>
<td>Vaccine costs, QALYs lost, ICU cost, hospitalization cost, percentage population being susceptible, friction period, non-productive period, and case fatality rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suphanchaimat et al&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Provider perspective</td>
<td>Comparing vaccination with no vaccination vs Policy A (allocate vaccines to low-risk Thais), Policy B (allocate vaccines to high-risk migrants and to low-risk Thais), Policy C (high-risk migrants and unregister migrants then low-risk Thais), and Policy D (high-risk migrants and unregister migrants then low-risk migrants)</td>
<td>30–60 days</td>
<td>Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Recovered (SEIR) compartment combined with the system dynamics model as a base framework</td>
<td>Reproduction number and vaccine effectiveness.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
various treatments and predicts the relative effectiveness of techniques without direct comparison.23 The selected studies have used different modelling approaches. Thus, the decision-makers might not compare it directly because of different rationales, modelling assumptions, data strengths and uncertainty aspects of the parameters that were used in the models.22

Sensitivity Analysis

The various parameters used in economic assessment studies have uncertain aspects that could affect the results.13,20 Thus, the sensitivity analysis takes this into account.13,15,20 All of the selected studies conducted a sensitivity analysis,13–16 even one of them reported one-way and multi-way analysis.13 The standard parameters varied in the sensitivity analysis included vaccine cost, hospitalization cost, reproduction number, and vaccine effectiveness.13–16 Other parameters were distinctively associated with the study’s objectives,13–16 as seen in Pearson et al that was concerned about the duration of vaccination campaigns and natural immunity development.14

Cost Estimation

Economic costs are associated with the broader concept of resource consumption, whether or not such resources are exchanged.24 Due to limited resources, particularly LMICs, the cost is critical to be included in economic evaluation studies. All selected studies estimated the vaccination cost. Study in Thailand consisted of vaccine administration cost per person, which was free for Thais and registered migrants, but not for unregistered migrants, and vaccination cost per person [vial], Thais and registered migrants; meanwhile, unregistered migrants were being funded by the private sector or entrepreneurs.16 In South Africa and Pakistan, the study considers both the cost of vaccination doses and the cost of vaccine service delivery,13–16 whereas, in Turkey, the study considers only the cost of vaccine doses.15

All studies considered direct medical costs such as hospitalization, intensive care unit [ICU], diagnosis, treatment, and medication at home.13–16 In Turkey, however, only one study considered indirect medical costs like productivity losses owing to sick leave and premature death (see Table 4).15

Primary Result

All the results from the selected articles stated that promoting a vaccine program to reduce transmission and infection of COVID-19 was cost-effective and cost-saving (see Table 5). According to Reddy et al, in South Africa, the vaccination program could reduce the spread of infection and mortality with an ICER value of $520/YLS from several scenarios that have been tested and by assuming a conservative value of vaccine effectiveness.13

Pearson et al affirmed that administering the vaccine in Pakistan could reduce the spread of infection with an ICER of $27.9 per DALY, considering the price of vaccine administration less than $10 and the value of the effectiveness above 70%.14 Prioritizing the administration of vaccines at the age above 65 years does not have a significant benefit compared to not giving priority.14

Study by Hagens et al in Turkey showed that giving vaccines could reduce transmission in the first scenario, with equal effectiveness on disease and transmission (90% effectiveness) with an ICER value of $511/QALY.15 In the second

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Cost Estimation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reddy et al13</td>
<td>Cost per person vaccinated, hospital and ICU cost.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hagens et al15</td>
<td>Direct costs included the health care costs of hospitalization, the ICU stay, and pharmacotherapy at home and vaccination. Indirect costs included production losses due to sickness leave and premature death.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suphanchaimatet al16</td>
<td>Treatment unit cost and vaccination cost.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
scenario, limited effectiveness in transmission (90% disease and 45% transmission effectiveness) with an ICER value of $1045/QALY.15 These two scenarios stated that administering vaccines was cost-effective and cost-saving.15

In Thailand, according to Suphanchaimat et al, the result showed that the cost-effective vaccination program in policy D (migrants centric) in all three categories was cost-effective.16 These three categories were cost-effectiveness analysis by different policy scenarios that yielded an ICER $-1.0/one baht GDP, where a negative number means more benefits at a lower cost. The cost-effectiveness analysis by varying reproduction resulted in an ICER value of 14.2/one baht GDP. The cost-effectiveness analysis by varying vaccine effectiveness resulted in an ICER of $-1.2/one baht GDP.16

### Discussion

Vaccination against COVID-19 has been proven to be more cost-effective than no vaccination at all. The clinical efficacy and economic value of the Covid-19 vaccination show superiority not only in high-income countries but also in LMICs. Unfortunately, the cost-effectiveness study towards COVID-19 vaccination, especially in LMICs, is finite. More researches are required to serve comprehensive confirmation about it.

All selected studies used a modelling approach to assess the cost-effectivity of the vaccination program.13–16 It also considered several alternatives evaluated in a sensitivity analysis, whether it is one way or multi-way.13–16 Although the economic modelling used by each selected study were different, they all confirmed the similar result that COVID-19 vaccination is cost-effective.

The modelling used were microsimulation, Markov model, dynamic transmission, and modified compartmental SEIR model.13–16 The differences made the decision-makers could not compare the effectiveness directly. They should understand the applying rationale, modeling assumptions, data’s strength used in populating the model, and uncertainty aspects of the parameters.22 It corresponded with the perspective and time horizon used. They all shaped the whole frame of the study.18,19,22,23

The objective of each study was a key point that determined the framing. The selected studies had a particular research question; thus they had a distinctive perspective and modelling. Nevertheless, they all compared a scenario between vaccination and no vaccination. In addition, they also conducted a sensitivity analysis to analyze the effect of various uncertain aspects of parameters. The standard parameters included vaccine cost, hospitalization cost,
reproduction number, and vaccine effectiveness.\textsuperscript{13–16} Other parameters were distinctively associated with the objectives of the study itself,\textsuperscript{13–16} such as the vaccine acceptance,\textsuperscript{13} duration of vaccination campaigns,\textsuperscript{14} and non-productive period.\textsuperscript{15} All costs included in the analysis are direct medical costs such as vaccination costs, hospital treatment costs and hospital care costs for both those receiving regular treatment and those who need to be treated in the intensive care unit. For indirect cost, consider only the productivity loss due to COVID-19.

The minimum effectiveness of COVID-19 vaccines to become cost-effective is more than 50\% to reduce transmission and mortality.\textsuperscript{14–16} Meanwhile, in South Africa regardless of the effectiveness value, the administration of COVID-19 vaccines is still cost-effective.\textsuperscript{13} The cost-effectiveness analysis methods used are ICER/YLS, which is defined as how many years a patient’s life can be saved by using the vaccine,\textsuperscript{13} ICER/DALY is defined as how many patients did not experience any disturbance in their productivity after vaccination,\textsuperscript{14} ICER/QALY was defined in terms of quality of life values obtained,\textsuperscript{15} and ICER/GDP was defined as the number of patients saved by measuring the GDP value used. In the calculation of the cost-effectiveness analysis, there were no scenarios of whether the virus would be re-infected after vaccination, so the results obtained were cost-effective and cost-saving.

This study is limited to the heterogeneity among the selected studies and the publication bias since all studies showed positive results in cost-effectiveness. Nevertheless, policymakers in LMICs can still consider the vaccination program due to the cost-effectiveness either in the high-income countries or in LMICs. As suggested in the study by Pearson et al, the affordability of the vaccine cost has to be highlighted by policymakers in planning the COVID-19 vaccination program.\textsuperscript{14}

**Conclusion**

From the discussion above, we infer that the administration of the COVID-19 vaccine in various scenarios and economic models showed cost-effectiveness and even cost-saving results in LMICs. The government should focus on the policies to provide COVID-19 vaccines, especially in LMICs, to reduce the spread of the virus and the mortality from the COVID-19 virus. As countries with limited resources, more comprehensive studies are needed by LMICs to set the priority of various interventions for the pandemic mitigation.
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